
Issue raised  Submitter  Comment  Response  
Supports introduction of water meters 
for a range of equity, efficiency, cost/ 
benefit and environmental reasons and 
in terms of actions to entrench 
community control.    

1L, 2L, 6L, 12L , 13L, 15L, 18L, 45L, 50L, 
71L , 72L, 99L, 137L  141L  151L  183L 
187L   193L  

 
See Appendix 2.  

 

Supports measures that achieve a 
reduction in water  consumption.   

AP 63   
See Appendix 2. 
 

 

Applauds the concept of a Charging 
Regime Advisory Group.   

 
141L  
 

 
See Appendix 2 
 

 

Believes costs of meter installation 
could be less than predicted  

71L   
See Appendix 2 
  

 

Supports introduction of water meters 
but only if use a volumetric charge and 
not fixed charge component.    

31L  It is intended at this stage  that there is a fixed charge component, the extent of which will be 
developed by the Charging Regime Advisory Group for recommendation to Council.   The 
submitter’s views on the importance of a full volumetric charge will be forwarded to the 
CRAG process.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

Suggests water meters should be 
deferred along with some other capital 
projects in order to reduce rates impact.   

 
AP 17  

 
Council is unable to defer the introduction of water meters if it is to ensure sufficient capacity 
in the system by 2015/16.   If it does not introduce water meters it will have to construct Stage 
2 of the water supply project by 2015/16 which will cost approximately $1.2m more than the 
combined Stage 1 water supply and water meters.  Further investment in network capacity will 
also be needed over the following years.    
 
See Appendix 2 
.   
 

 
 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

Opposes water meters – no reason 
given.  

24L, 25L, 29L , 39L, 74L     
See Appendix 2 
 

 

Supports long term water storage 
options, water conservation education 
and financial and other support for 
water conservation appliances ad 
measures.  Opposes installation of 
water meters.  Council has adequate 
water for all.     

33L 38L, 39L 40L 41L, 42L, 46L, 52L, 53L, 
54L, 55L, 56L,  57L, 58L , 59L , 61L, 64L, 
65L , 66L, 76L, 79L, 80L, 81L , 82L, 86L, 
88L, 89L, 90L, 91L, 92L , 93L, 94L, 97L, 
98L, 100L , 101L 102L  103L 104L 105L  
106L 111L 112L 113L 114L  116L 119L 
121L   122L  123L 124L 125L 126L 127L 
128L 129L 132L  133L 134L  136L 139L  
146L 148L 149L 150L 152L 153L 154L 
155L 156L 157L  158L 159L 160L 161L 
162L 164L 165L  166L 167L 168L 169L 
170L 171L 172L 173L 174L 175L 176L  
177L  178L 188L  189L 190L 191L  
    

 
 
 
 
See Appendix 2 

 

Believes making people pay for water 
presents more disadvantages than 
advantages  

 
 104L  

 
People currently pay a fixed charge for water of approx. $295 - $310 per year.  They are 
paying for catchment, treatment and transportation.  The proposed approach would introduce 
an element of fixed charge and an element of charging based on consumption.    
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

People with wooden homes will be 
disadvantaged as they have to wash 
down their homes and brick home 
owners do not.    

 
105L  

 
The proposed introduction of water meters does not prevent people washing down their homes 
with potable water.  The issue will be the total consumption of water on a property.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Need to make clearer the cost/ benefit 
of introducing water meters.   

1L, 19L , 20L, 23L, 30L, 48L, 52L 55L, 70L, 
78L 138L 184L 185L  186L 

 
See Appendix 2 
 

 

Wants more information on 
performance of meters in terms of 
reducing consumption  

151L  
See Appendix 2  
 
 
 

 



Issue raised  Submitter  Comment  Response  
Water meters raises issues of social 
impact on low income households, 
renting households, households on 
fixed income, large families and people 
with large productive gardens, may 
have health effects for large families.     

3L,  23L, 33L 36L. 44L, 52L , 57L, 60L, 63L, 
69L, 81L, 83L, 97L 102L 107L  115L 116L 
117L 119L  130L 137L  138L   153L  163L  
166L 192L  AP80  

 
 
See Appendix 2   

 

Wants clarity that CRAG will take 
account of social impacts and equity 
issues.  How appropriate is it to assume 
meter reading costs in terms of impact 
on CRAG’s assumptions? Assumption 
there should be a line charge in relation 
to CRAG’s review.    

151L  
 
 
See Appendix 2.   

 

Water meters will not create sufficient 
headroom which was a feature of the 
water supply project  

70L  
See Appendix 2 

 

No guarantee that large or wealthy 
water users will reduce water 
consumption  

35L  102L   
See Appendix 2 

 

Water meters raises issues for social 
institutions such as schools, hospitals, 
residential homes and cross-leased 
sections.     

3L 138L   
See Appendix 2 

 

With the population growing on the 
Kāpiti Coast really need more water 
supply rather than water meters.    

33L  The question of population growth has been factored into both Council’s water supply 
programme and into the introduction of water meters which will release more capacity and 
push out the need for new supply systems.     
  

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

Should look at commercial water users 
and meter them  

3L  Council already meters commercial properties.  The charging regime for commercial users 
would be reviewed by CRAG.    
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

A dam may also be able to contribute 
to electricity supply. 
     

3L  The potential for this was reviewed as part of the water supply project and was seen as too 
costly relative to the revenue it might generate.   

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

Support use of ‘smart meter’ 
technology.    

15L  151L  Council is aware of the potential for smart meters.  At this stage in the project it has costed out 
a traditional manual reading and quarterly billing process to establish a base-line conservative 
cost.  As smart metering develops it will review the potential to introduce the system.    

 
Make clearer that Council will monitor and review the potential for 
‘smart meters’ on a regular basis.    
 

Work on charging regime should be in 
place prior to installation of meters 

70L 142L  Planning for installation of water meters and the design of the charging regime is proposed to 
take place during 2011/12.  Once this has been reviewed and approved by Council the physical 
installation will take place from 2012/13.  Installation follows design of the charging structure. 
    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Leak detection on private sections can 
take place irrespective of water meters  

70L  Leak detection can take place without water meters  but it will be a more reactive programme.  
It is often very difficult to identify leaks on sandy soils and the overall progress will be slow.  
Water meters provide the most effective tool in tracking consumption and leaks, and ensuring 
reduction prior to consistent breach of consent (estimated for 2015/16 at current consumption 
levels).    
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

Explore option for a Community Trust. 
 

15L At this stage, the Council is committed to retaining direct control of the water assets and 
services.   
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach  

Proposed safeguards will not protect 
against privatisation if Councillors 
wish to do so.   

4L, 7L, 14L, 28L, 56L, 61L, 81L, 84L 148L  
186L    

 
See Appendix 2  

 

If water meters were to proceed suggest 
a referendum where majority of 
ratepayers need vote in favour of 
privatisation should be included.   

28L  The Council has adopted a policy of requiring a referendum as suggested by the submitter.  It 
does not stipulate a 50% majority of ratepayers.    
 
See Appendix 2.     
 

 

Those that can afford water will 
continue to use it.    

4L 84L 153L  166L   
See Appendix 2.  
 
 

 



Issue raised  Submitter  Comment  Response  
Supports water meters but questions the 
target of 400 lppd as too high.    

6L  It is agreed that the 400lppd is still relatively high but at this stage the Council sees the need to 
set a realistic target and then to review as consumption reduces whether it wishes to revisit the 
target.   

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

Suggests that could introduce water 
meters in two stages with those 
interested in a voluntary approach 
proceeding first.    

6L In terms of realising the benefits of water meters in deferring supply-side capacity investment 
in existing timeframes, the key benefit arises from comprehensive introduction.   The voluntary 
water meters approach is sufficiently unpredictable to put the target of adequate capacity by 
2015/16 at risk.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.    

Need to make clearer whether there 
will be a fixed charge as well as a 
volumetric charge.    

6L It is intended at this stage that there is a fixed charge component, the extent of which will be 
developed by the CRAG for recommendation to Council.  CRAG may offer other models.    
Agree that need to make clearer that the new charging regime will be introduced by 1 July 
2014.    

 
Clarify that the charging regime as a whole (fixed and volumetric) will 
commence from 1 July 2014.    

Opposes changes to standing orders so 
as to introduce water metering 

7L Council has proposed changes to standing orders to entrench community control of water 
services, not to introduce water meters.   
 
See Appendix 2 
 

 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Council should fix leaks from both 
private and public parts of the water 
network. Offer subsidies for private 
leaks through public investment.       

7L, 10L,  23L, 35L, 56L, 60L  78L 84L 108L 
164L 174L    

Council does have a water leaks detection programme for the public part of the network. The 
Council has increased investment in this area.   Water leaks relate to base consumption levels 
and while relevant to the issue of overall water consumption do not address the issue of peak 
demand.    There is limited technical capacity to detect leaks in the private network.  No 
Council in New Zealand funds repair of private leaks.   This would be an extremely high cost 
for any community and would be unsustainable in the long term.     
 

 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Costs of water meters, including costs 
arising from operating costs would be 
better invested in water supply (in most 
cases preferably a dam) .    

4l, 7L , 10L , 14L , 17L, 28L, 29L, 32L, 34L , 
35L, 36L, 40L, 44L , 46L, 47L, 49L, 62L, 
67L, 70L, 75L, 77L , 79L, 82L, 84L, 87L, 
91L, 94L , 95L 107L  110L 114L    118L   
119L  122L 140L 142L  145L  147L  152L 
154L  155L  163L 165L 169L  179L 180L 
182L 189L  AP35  

 
 
 
See Appendix 2 

 

Council should not be leading the 
region in introducing water meters.   

9L  Council would not be leading the region by introducing water meters.   Carterton District 
Council introduced mandatory water meters in 2008.    Wellington City Council has had 
voluntary water meters for at least 10 years.   
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Rates bill will not reduce as a result of 
introducing water meters.  Rates will 
increase.    One submitter wants to see 
rates bill reduce as a result of water 
meters.    

7L , 8L, 35L AP20 There are two parts to this issue.  Projected costs of investing in water supply capacity will be 
reduced by introduction of water meters over the next 25 years.   That is the charge on rates 
will be reduced.  The impacts on water costs experienced by households, relative to what they 
would expect to pay under the current fixed charge approach will depend on their water 
consumption and the level of fixed charge used.   
 
See also main report for a discussion of both these issues.   
 

 

Water meters is effectively a poll tax.     10L  A poll tax is fixed per head charge.   Any charges under water meters would vary across 
household size as a fixed charge component would be per property not per person.  These 
issues will be addressed as part of the proposed CRAG process. 
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Aquatic centre will use water.  Not 
consistent to want to conserve water an 
provide a swimming pool.    
 

10L   
The Aquatic centre will use extensive water conservation and energy efficiency technologies.  
Pools once filled will use relatively small amounts of water.     

 

Wishes Paekākāriki to be exempt from 
water meters as have own supply, 
limited population growth and own 
permanent water sprinkler ban.    
Concern that water meters will lead to 
need for a reticulated wastewater 
supply.   Paekākāriki has no sewage 
[system] so water is not wasted  Does 
not have same problem as elsewhere.  
Demand will never exceed supply.    
 
 

11L, 69L, 96L  105L 106L  109L 127L  131L  
135L  

 
 
 
See Appendix 2 

 



Issue raised  Submitter  Comment  Response  
Opposes water meters on the grounds 
that no examples of where water meters 
has not led to privatisation of loss of 
control.   

 
128L  

 
See Appendix 2 

 

Water meters have been shown to only 
reduce water usage in the first few 
months or so – or in the short term..  
Water meters do not support water 
conservation.    Unit price will need to 
be very high to effect change.   Non-
price methods are more effective.    

14L, 36L, 56L, 79L, 81L, 83L, 85L  144L 
163L  

 
 
 
See Appendix 2  

 

Water meters are the first step to 
privatisation  

14L, 20L, 26L , 28L, 32L, 35L, 98L  107L   
130L    

 
See Appendix 2 
 

 

Believes Council should stick to 
Council activities and not introduce 
water meters. If Council did not 
overspend this would not be an issue.  
Should increase the capacity of the 
systems instead.      

16L  The Council cannot increase the capacity of the system without spending more money.  If the 
submitter wishes to reduce the impost of water services on rates, the introduction of water 
meters will defer the need for investment in new supply capacity for Waikanae, Paraparaumu 
and Raumati beyond Stage 1 for 25 years.  It will also save money in deferring network 
capacity upgrades for a similar time.     

 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Raumati should not have to pay for 
current bore water supply.    

16L  Raumati is supplied by treated river water, except in periods of drought where this is currently 
supplemented by bore water.  This has not been needed for two years.   The proposed Stage 1 
supply solution will use the bore water to supplement river flow and no bore water will be 
supplied for potable water use.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Water meters are being installed as a 
revenue earning device.  Should not be 
run as a business.  If Council needs 
funding maybe should live in real 
world.  
 

17L, 28L, 46L 105L 134L 153L 174L  Council has introduced standing orders which confirms that water charging (be it for the 
current fixed cost or via volumetric charging) cannot be used to generate additional revenue.    
 
See Appendix 2  

 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Water meters do not increase the water 
available for use.   In addition they 
simply monitor water use.    

17L, 19L, 34L , 35L, 54L, 63L , 73L, 83L  
135L  

Water meters do not create new supply sources but do release capacity by reducing water 
wastage.  It is estimated that water meters could release 25% more water for water use over 
time.    
 
See Appendix 2 
 

No recommended change to proposed approach 

No voters mandate to introduce water 
meters.   

4 L, 19L, 22L, 29L, 34L, 44L, 51L , 53L , 
58L, 68L, 81L   148L   163L  164L  179L 
184L  186L  

 
See Appendix 2 

 

Has not seen any indication of costs for 
installing and operating water meters, 
expected life, maintenance costs, 
replacement costs.    No reliable 
information on installation of water 
meters and reading of meters.   Cost of 
replacement.   What about operating 
costs, debt repayment and loan interest 
costs.   .   

20L, 34L, 66L  186L  Information on costs was made available in reports and communications material.   
 
 
See Appendix 2  

 

Issue of factoring in costs for installing 
meters for those on cross-lease sections  

70L See Appendix 2   

Wants to see evidence that the 
community wastes water.   

34L  See Appendix 2   

Questions why only supply peak use 
data for consumption.  Why the 
particular date used?   

186L   
See Appendix 2 

 

Why are we using higher estimates 
than national best practice figure of 
12.5% water loss from a system.    

186L   
See Appendix 2 

 

Wants to know household allowance 
before charging commences.  Will 
people be able to talk to someone about 
the level of charges?    

20L, 64L, 66L   The structure of charging will be developed over the next year via the Charging Regime 
Advisory Group under the Chairmanship of Mr Don Hunn.  Options and development of ideas 
and a preferred methodology will be communicated and input sought.    

No recommended change to proposed approach 



Issue raised  Submitter  Comment  Response  
Councillors and staff are dependent on 
ratepayers for payment.   

21L   
Views on accountability noted.   
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Believes people will capture rainwater 
in containers and this will lead to a 
health problem.    

22L Concerns about behaviour and health problems will be taken into account by CRAG in 
developing a fair and workable charging formula for report to Council.    

 
Include in considerations for CRAG terms of reference.   

People have fears about water 
privatisation and loss of community 
control which are not unreasonable.   

23L, 37L, 41L   Council has agreed with this and has introduced a standing orders policy to entrench 
community control as much as it can.   
 
See Appendix 2 
    

 

In 1600 at the time of Charles I 
sufficient water available – even now 
in Britain sufficient water available.    

26L  Queen Elisabeth 1 reigned in 1600.   Charles 1 reigned 1625 to 1649.  In neither of these 
periods was there a universally available water supply to urban dwellers.  London and some 
other urban areas had limited reticulated water supply which was purchased off local water 
companies on a user pays basis.  The water was not treated and often the safest source of liquid 
was to drink beer.  Those that could not afford beer (even small beer) drank water and were at 
high risk from water borne diseases.    Many current communities in the UK are drinking 
treated water from river systems which have treated water discharged into them from upstream.  
Some of these systems are under stress.   The key issue for the community is the cost of 
capturing, treating and transporting treated water.  The examples used are not strictly 
comparable to the current New Zealand context.   \ 
 

 
 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Wishes to see Plan Change 75 
withdrawn  

45L, 50L  187L  The introduction of water meters is not intended to be an either/or policy programme.  The 
Council has recently given final approval to Plan Change 75.  The intention of the Plan Change 
is to both reduce potable water use and increase the resilience of communities by having access 
to alternative supply systems.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Water meters will be an unacceptable 
on-going cost and very little benefit.       

54L   
See Appendix 2 
 

 

Provides example of view that 
Mangawhai, Auckland and Henderson 
fixed line costs kept growing and bore 
no relation to water consumption.   

55L   
Fixed costs of any kind are structured around the cost of service not consumption of any 
resource.  It is volumetric charging which relates to consumption levels.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Council should introduce a by-law 
requiring repairs of notified leaks to be 
mandatory.    

56L   
The water by-law already provides for this.    

No recommended change to proposed approach 

Council must maintain its leak 
detection programme and also should 
identify leaks on private property.    

 Council has an on-going leak detection programme for the public network but relies on private 
reporting of leaks for leaks on private property.  Water meters provide the means to monitor all 
properties over time.    
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Opposes figures published in LTCCP 
amendment documentation as devised 
to mislead.   Cherrypicking 
information.  Should not be selective in 
use of information.  Council hs 
provided false information on water 
usage.   
 

29L 62L 83L  143L 144L 164L   
Views of figures noted.  See Appendix 2.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Will bore water be added and will 
people pay the same amount for that 
water.    

66L The proposed new Waikanae, Paraparaumu and Raumati water supply will not have bore water 
directly injected into the water supply system.  Rather it would be used to maintain the river 
supply volumes.   
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Availability of unlimited town supply 
may lead to more subdivision of 
Paekākāriki  

69L Paekākāriki is already on an on-demand water supply with no current incentives to reduce use.  
Subdivision densities are influenced by the presence of septic tanks and not the charging 
regime for water supply.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 



Issue raised  Submitter  Comment  Response  
Installation of water meters presents an 
opportunity cost at a time of fiscal 
constraint  

81L  The installation of water meters is proposed within the originally budgeted amount set aside for 
the full water supply project for Waikanae, Paraparaumu and Raumati.  Stage 1 of the water 
supply project will still proceed.   Installation of water meters defers the need for $36m of 
investment in increased reticulation system capacity.   In addition, if water meters do not 
proceed then Council will need to invest the full amount of $23m in immediate water supply 
and incur the $36m additional capacity investment over the next 20 years.  The introduction of 
water meters does not present an opportunity cost. 
 
See Appendix 2.  
 

 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

If water consumption reduces unit costs 
will have to rise  

83L  
See Appendix 2 
 

 

Wishes to have a referendum first. 84L  Council has put the issue out for submission as required under the Local Government Act.   
 

No recommended change to proposed approach 

Current bores $12m and proposed 
meters $18m therefore total cost $30m.  
Dam only $24m  

 
89L 

 
Estimated cost for dam is $33m. 
 
See Appendix 2 for further information on costs.   
 

 

Water meters are a waste of money 
especially in Paekākāriki  

 
100L  

 
See Appendix 2 
  

 

Wishes to have grants to encourage 
installation of rainwater tanks and 
greywater systems.    

 
108L 

 
Council is still proposing to have interest free loans (effectively providing a grant equivalent to 
interest on a 10 year loan.    
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Not in favour of water meters but do 
save water – e.g. do not water garden.  
Could install a small water tank.   

 
116L  
 
 

 
Council appreciates the efforts being made to reduce water use.  The Council does provide 
assistance for installing tanks and will contact submitter.   

 
No recommended change to proposed approach.  Contact submitter 
about support scheme for installation of systems.    

 
It is Council staff not Council that are 
pushing water meters  
 

 
116L 

 
Views on provenance of proposed policy noted. 
 

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

Supports water storage and education 
as a better way to conserve water  

 
121L  

 
See Appendix 2 
 

 

 
Already pay for water and water meters 
will add a further cost  
 

 
128L 147L 

 
See Appendix 2 

 

Favours water being provided for use 
as people please.  Note: this submission 
also stated support for water 
conservation – it  is not clear what is 
preferred position.   

 
135L  

 
The rationale for water conservation exists for a number of reasons.  Acting responsibly, 
making efficient use of a resource and avoiding imposing unnecessary costs.   See Appendix 2 
for further discussion. 
 
 

 

 
Why is water at Weka Park running at 
noon?  
 

 
140L  
 

 
Water used for on Weka park is provided by a shallow bore and does not use potable water.   

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

 
Supports a regional approach to water 
management and supply.  Can help 
with establishing a charhing model and 
act as a voice to resist any central 
government privatisation model.     
 

 
141L 

 
The GWRC administers water supply on behalf of four southern Councils of the region.   The 
Council will ensure the GWRC is informed of the development of the charging methodology 
and has an opportunity to input.  It believes seeking long-term GWRC support to oppose any 
central government change in policy and will raise this with GWRC alongside other advocacy 
matters.    
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
No recommended change to proposed approach 



Issue raised  Submitter  Comment  Response  
 
Opposes privatisation  
 

 
143L 153L  

 
See Appendix 2 

 

Need technical improvements and 
education to reduce water use.  Should 
spend the $8.5 million on education.     
 

 
163L 164L  

 
See Appendix 2 

 

Would prefer a discount on rates for 
customers who display water 
conservation  

 
178L  

 
See Appendix 2 

 

What is the recharge programme total 
expected cost?   

 
186L  

 
See Appendix 2 
 

 

 
Why do new houses have a limit of 
400lppd and older houses on trickle 
feed have 1000 lppd.   
 

 
48L 

 
No house is restricted to 400 per day and there is no policy to do so.  The submitter is 
mistaking a target of 400lppd peak use for a restricted supply of that amount.    

 
No recommended change to proposed approach 

 


